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T-TOTAL LAYS ON THE 3-
LETTER WORDS AND

REDEEMS HIS REPUTATION

he is also teetotal.) The answer
is, extremely well. The GM
cast nasturtiums at his repute,
probably deservedly - do let’s
keep him away from the centre
of Dorking in future - but also
acknowledged the quality of
today’s trail. In particular the
checks were wholly admirable;
a good sprinkling of back
checks, terrain which was
seldom obvious, check circles
the right distance apart (which
is about 1 Km): as a result he
kept us all together, in good
humour, with frequent changes
at the front. Excellent!

Well, yes, too short - just over
the hour; but then quite a lot
had found last week’s trail
rather tiring, so that few
objected today. Perhaps a pity
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to curtail a trail when the
weather was so favourable:
more or less uninterrupted
sunshine.  And a pity too that
so much of the in-trail was the
same as that out.The scenery
was identical with Rainman’s
and FRB’s, namely wet wild
woods, but the weather makes
all the difference. Rainman had
us out in a cold grey drizzle,
FRB in neutral conditions; T-
Total laid on beautiful weather.
So it was admitted nem.con
that he could be invited to lay
more trails.

Preferably nearer the centre of
Surrey. Charlwood is really
remote; no wonder we never
start there. The approach from
Newdigate (shorter than from
Crawley, but still....) included a

Everthing worth aiming at is a
3-letter word. Sex, God, wit,
art, fun.... Not, as you will see,
wealth or any of its synonyms.
“Oof” is more Bertie Wooster
than Gordon Brown.

All 5 examples are of course
part of a good hash, even if few
aspects of the hash are visibly
reducible to 3 letters. God and
wit are, notionally, provided by
the RA - or, so help me, the
scribe - the hare must produce
the art, we all hope for fun, and
usually find it, or why would
we hash? Sex is up to you.....

So how did T-Total rate? (He
is fussy about the spelling of
his handle, which guarantees
that T’O will distort it; but to
judge by his down-down today

platoon of squaddies on a route
march, and bizarre names for
lanes - Hogspudding,
Beggarshouse... (I am not
making this up!) One expected
to end up in the eighteenth
century, and the football match
near the pub did little to dispel
such an idea.

Well, we did have SBJ, but no
Golden Balls. So the GM sang
the hare’s praises, gave visitor
drinks to “Sugar” - i.e., Shergar
- to Steve, who can’t get our
brilliant newsletter, to Russell
Sprout ... Madonna was hauled
in for never paying his hash
dues; have any of you overhead
Madonna on a trail talking the
talk? Real muzzle velocity.
She gave a farwell drink to
Spanish Armada - but he’ll be

back! - and then called in the
unspeakable FRB, who is
anything but unspeaking,  to
simulate the role of RA. He
tends to rabbit on about other
front runners, and today singled
out....yes, Shergar, Russell
Sprout - who learned to hash in
Saudi, and must join us more
often - Chunderos, First On,
and, so as not to seem sexist,
Pinball Wizard. All seen well to
the fore today. And think of
those absent: Atalanta, Velcro,
Nipple Sucker.... What a wealth
of athletic talent! Next time we
are alongside a football game
we should ask our harriettes to
challenge one of the teams.
Made Marion occasioned much
mirth with his  invitation.
Which is as follows:

Would 3 of you please
volunteer - no restriction as
to sex, he seems to be as AC/
DC as Mark Eaton - to share
a room with him in wild
Welsh Wales, namely
Llanwrtyd Wells on June
10th And go forth to compete
with horses - I kid you not,
“Man v Horse”!  - over 22
miles. Which can be run as a
relay race. If you prefer. He
requests that you contact him
urgently on 01737 832812.

As further reassurance as to
the good sense of this
adventure, you will be
delighted to learn that
Desperate Dan is also
involved......

So get in there and ring him!

Grand Master :
BonnBugle

(Jo Avey)
01483 723746 (h)

Joint Masters:
Velco+

(Eve Sullivan
 01737 858326 (h)

and
G and T

(Diana George)
 01372 373856 (h)

Religious Advisor :
Golden Balls

(Charles Bowman)
 01344 488365 (h)

Clutcher’s Mate :
Short An

(Angela Squires)
01372  458892 (h)

Hash Cash :
J. Arthur

(Arthur Thomas)
01483 224491 (h)

Trail Master :
Icepyck

(Gilbert Verspyck)
01483 202650 (h)

DapperHasherie:
SBJ

(Fran Ridout)
01483 416625 (h)

Joint-Secs :
Vidal

(Yvonne Clough)

Date 22-Jan-2006

Hare T-Total

Venue Charlwood

On On Rising Sun
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1608 05-Feb Dr Death Ockham
Common

1609 12-Feb Body Shop Pirbright

1610 19-Feb Country Bump-
kin/TakoBelle

Ranmore
Common

Run 1607

Date 29-Jan-2006

Hare Nipple Sucker/J Arthur

Venue Broadmoor

On On Abinger Hatch

SSA (Old) 104 C5

OS (187)  134 455

ScribeDirections:

HUMPTY DUMPTY.....

Un petit d’un petit
S’étonne aux Halles.

Un petit d’un petit
Ah! degrés te fallent.
Indolent qui ne sort cesse
Indolent qui ne se mène
Qu’importe un petit d’un petit

Tout Gai de Reguennes.

Helpful notes. Line 1: the inevitable result of a chld
marriage.
Line 2: the subject of this epigrammatic poem is from
the provinces, since a native Parisian would take this
market for granted. (Actually nowadays it is a smart

On the A25 between Guildford and Dorking, turn off at the
Wotton hatch pub into Sheephouse Lane. Follow this road for
1 1/2 m, carpark is on the left.

cultural centre, ed.)
Line 4: In other words he had no title. An idiot child
kept hidden? A political prisoner - the Man in the Iron
Mask?
Line 5: Ah, no. It was not laziness that prevented him
from going out.
Last line: He was prevented from fulfilling his destiny,
since he is compared to Gai de Reguennes, a young
squire who died at the tender age of 12 of a surfeit of
Saracen arrows before the walls of Acre in 1191.

Note on pronunciation. Although this is an English
nursery rhyme, it only works if the “French” words are
pronounced as accurately as possible. Thus, the French
generally pronounce “petit” as a single syllable “p’tit”. It
is also assumed that some of the English consonants
are slurred, so that “the” in lines 5 and 6 becomes just a
vague noise, while “couldn’t” in line 7 becomes Cam.
Taken from Mots d’Heures Gousses Rames (Mother
Goose Rhymes)

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!
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